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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents a high-order accurate stabilised finite element formulation for the simulation of transient inviscid flow problems in deformable domains. This work represents an extension of the methodology described in Sevilla et al. (2013), where a high-order stabilised finite element formulation was used
as an efficient alternative for the simulation of steady flow problems of aerodynamic interest. The proposed methodology combines the Streamline Upwind/Petrov-Galerkin method with the generalised-a
method and employs an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) description to account for the motion of
the underlying mesh. Two computational frameworks, based on the use of reference and spatial variables
are presented, discussed and thoroughly compared. In the process, a tailor-made discrete geometric conservation law is derived in order to ensure that a uniform flow field is exactly reproduced. Several numerical examples are presented in order to illustrate the performance of the proposed methodology. The
results demonstrate the optimal approximation properties of both spatial and temporal discretisations
as well as the crucial benefits, in terms of accuracy, of the exact satisfaction of the discrete geometric conservation law. In addition, the behaviour of the proposed high-order formulation is analysed in terms of
the chosen stabilisation parameter. Finally, the benefits of using high-order approximations for the simulation of inviscid flows in moving domains are discussed by comparing low and high-order approximations for the solution of the Euler equations on a deformable domain.
Ó 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction
The last decade has seen an increasing interest on the study of
high-order finite element methods for a vast range of engineering
problems. These numerical techniques have shown the potential to
offer the same accuracy as low-order methods yet with a reduced
computational cost. For instance, in areas such as computational
electromagnetics, the use of high-order methods has shown advantages due to their lower dissipation and dispersion compared to
low order methods, see for instance [2–5]. In the area of computational fluid dynamics, high-order methods have significantly
attracted the attention of the research community over the last
years [6]. This has been partially motivated by the ever increasing
need of simulating high Reynolds number flows, where traditional
finite volume methods, still predominant in industrial solvers,
require an excessive number of degrees of freedom to achieve
the desired level of accuracy [7].
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The research in high-order methods for fluid problems during
the last five years has been mainly focused on the development
of accurate and efficient discontinuous Galerkin methods [8], see
[9–14] to name but a few, and the generation of arbitrary order
meshes suitable for high Reynolds number computations
[15–21]. Despite the popularity of stabilised finite element methods such as the Streamline Upwind/Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG)
method [22] and the Galerkin Least Squares method [23], both in
industry and academia [24,25], their use has been traditionally
restricted to linear finite elements, see for instance the review in
[26]. More recently, some authors have pointed out the advantages
of using stabilised finite elements in a high-order context [1,27–
29]. For instance, in [1], the authors show that the SUPG method
combined with quadratic and cubic approximations offers a better
performance than the traditional SUPG method with linear finite
elements. For a variety of steady inviscid subsonic and transonic
flows and viscous laminar test cases, the advantages shown are
not only in terms of a reduction of number of degrees of freedom
but, more importantly, in terms of the computational time. Similar
conclusions have been also presented in [30,31], where three
dimensional and two dimensional turbulent test cases were

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruc.2016.11.019
0045-7949/Ó 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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studied and the SUPG method was compared against the discontinuous Galerkin method.
There is a wealth of fluid dynamics applications where numerical simulations can involve moving and deformable domains [32]
(e.g., fluid-structure interaction problems, free-surface flows). The
numerical solution of such problems is usually carried out either
considering an embedded approach [33–39] or a more classical
mesh boundary-fitted approach. In the case of mesh boundaryfitted approaches, two popular techniques to account for the
motion of the mesh are the space-time formulation [40–42] and
the semi-discrete Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation
[43–47]. In the context of ALE high-order approximations, the main
focus over the last few years has been on the development of discontinuous Galerkin formulations, see for instance [48,49]. In contrast, very little effort has been made on developing competitive
high-order stabilised finite element formulations. With this in
mind, this paper advocates for the use of an ALE high-order stabilised SUPG finite element formulation for the simulation of inviscid fluid flows in deformable domains.
In a different context, that of high speed multi-material problems, the use of ALE formulations involving moving and deformable domains has also been the object of intense research over
the years [50–52] (refer to [53] for a recent and comprehensive
review of the subject). In all the cases, an area of debate has been
the so-called Geometric Conservation Law (GCL). The GCL, first
introduced in [54], is a consistency condition that states that geometrical parameters must be computed in such a way that a uniform flow field is exactly represented, with no dependence on
the motion of the mesh. Although several papers state that this
condition is not required, see the review in [55], the work by Farhat
and co-workers [56–58] has shown the relation between the GCL
and the accuracy and stability of a numerical scheme. In this paper,
a tailor-made discrete version of the GCL is derived where a convenient local expression (e.g. at Gauss point level) is obtained by taking advantage of the consideration of the ALE equations mapped to
the reference domain. In contrast, classical ALE formulations
mapped to the spatial domain [55,43–46] do not show this local
feature, resulting in integral expressions which can be computationally demanding.
The present work represents an extension of the work presented in [1] and a step towards the development of a high-order
accurate stabilised finite element formulation for fluid-structure
interaction problems. The high-order SUPG method in [1] is
extended to problems involving deformable domains by employing
the ALE form of the Euler equations. In addition, the generalised-a
method is considered in order to simulate transient problems with
the required level of accuracy. Moreover, the present work presents a numerical study to illustrate the effect of the stabilisation
parameter on the high-order solution of a non-linear hyperbolic
problem.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2
recalls the ALE formulation of the Euler equations for an inviscid
compressible fluid. Two formulations are presented differing on
the selected solution variables. Section 3 presents the weak formulation of the problem. The temporal and spatial discretisations are
presented in Sections 4 and 5, respectively, and the discrete GCL for
the proposed scheme is derived in Section 6. In Section 7, five
numerical studies are presented in order to demonstrate the applicability and performance of the proposed methodology. The first
examples involve the Burgers’ equations and are used to illustrate
the importance of the stabilisation parameter in a stabilised finite
element formulation and show the optimal properties of both the
space and time approximations. The performance of the
generalised-a method and the importance of the GCL is also studied using the numerical solution of Burgers’ equation. The last

example involves the numerical solution of the Euler equations
of gas dynamics and shows the optimal properties of the approximation in a more complex setting and the advantages of using
high-order polynomials in the spatial discretisation. Finally,
Section 8 summarises the main conclusions of the work.

2. Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian formulation of the Euler
equations
The simulation of fluid flow problems in the presence of a moving domain requires a specific treatment of the motion of the computational mesh. In this section, the ALE formulation of the Euler
equations is recalled.
2.1. Time dependent mapping
Let us consider a time-dependent spatial domain Xt  R2 with
coordinates x ¼ ðx1 ; x2 ÞT and the reference domain X  R2 with
coordinates X ¼ ðX 1 ; X 2 ÞT . A diffeomorphism between the reference and the spatial configurations is denoted by

U : X  ½0; T f !Xt ðX ; tÞ # UðX ; tÞ :¼ x;

ð1Þ

where T f denotes the final time. The deformation gradient tensor G
and the mesh velocity V can be defined in terms of the timedependent mapping U as

G¼

@x
@X

and V ¼

@x
;
@t

ð2Þ

respectively. The deformation gradient tensor, also known as fibre
map, is used to map differential fibre elements from reference dX
to spatial dx configurations, as dx ¼ GdX . In addition, the Jacobian
g ¼ detðGÞ of the mapping, also known as volume map, is used to
map differential volume elements from reference dX to spatial
dXt configurations, as dXt ¼ gdX. Finally, the element area vector
is mapped from initial dA to final da configurations by means of
the two-point tensor H (also known as co-factor of the deformation), which is related to the deformation gradient via Nanson’s rule
[59]

H ¼ gGT  cofðGÞ:

da ¼ HdA;

ð3Þ

2.2. Eulerian formulation
Euler equations express the conservation of mass, linear
momentum and total energy of a compressible fluid. In the absence
of external volume forces, the Eulerian strong form of these conservation laws in a time-dependent domain Xt can be expressed in
conservative form as


@U 
@F i ðUÞ
þ
¼ 0;
@t x
@xi

ð4Þ

where U is the vector of conservation variables, F i ðUÞ is the inviscid
flux vector for the spatial dimension xi , the symbol jx emphasises
the evaluation of the field  with respect to the spatial coordinate
x and the Einstein notation is assumed for repeated indices. In
two dimensions, these variables and fluxes are given by

0

q

1

B qv C
B 1C
U¼B
C;
@ qv 2 A

qE

0

qv 1

B qv 2 þ p
B
1
F1 ¼ B
@ qv 1 v 2

1

0

qv 2

1

C
B qv v
C
1 2
C
B
C
C and F 2 ¼ B
C:
A
@ qv 22 þ p A
ðqE þ pÞv 1
ðqE þ pÞv 2
ð5Þ
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In the above expressions, q is the density, v ¼ ðv 1 ; v 2 ÞT is the
velocity vector, E is the total energy and p is the pressure. An equation of state, relating energy to pressure and density, completes
this system of nonlinear hyperbolic equations. For a perfect polytropic gas, the equation of state is



1
p ¼ ðc  1Þq E  jv j2
2

ð6Þ

where c is the ratio of the specific heat coefficients (specific heat at
constant pressure over specific heat at constant volume), with value
c ¼ 1:4 for air, see [60] for more details. As it is well-known, above
Eq. (4) can be written in quasilinear format in terms of the flux Jacoi
bian matrix Ai ¼ @F
as
@U


@U 
@U
þ Ai ðUÞ
¼ 0:
@t x
@xi

ð7Þ

Following [47], an alternative ALE conservative form of the
Euler equations can be written as

ð8Þ

where

U ¼ gU;

F I ðU=g; V; HÞ ¼ ðF i ðU=g Þ  ðU=g ÞV i ÞHiI :

ð9Þ

In above Eqs. (8) and (9), U represent the vector of ‘reference’
conservation variables (mapped to the reference domain),
F I ðU=g; V; HÞ its associated flux vector in the reference direction
X I and the symbol jX emphasises the evaluation of the field  with
respect to the reference coordinate X . Notice that the flux vector is
a function of the reference conservation variables U and, in addition, of the mapping U via its fundamental kinematic measures
g; V and H.
It is instructive to re-write the above ALE Euler Eq. (8) in quasilinear form.1 Application of the chain rule to (8) yields


@U 
@F I @ ðU=g Þ @F I @V @F I @H
þ
þ
þ
¼ 0:
:
@t X @ ðU=g Þ @X I
@V @X I @H @X I

ð10Þ

Above Eq. (10) can be re-written as

0

ð11Þ

@
where $X :¼ @X
represents the reference gradient operator and $X 
the reference divergence operator. Notice that the last term on
the left hand side is zero (as H is a divergence free field [61]) and
the flux Jacobian matrix A I ðU=g; V; HÞ is given by

@F I
@F I @ ðU=g Þ
¼
@U
@ ðU=g Þ @U
1
¼ ðAi ðU=gÞ  IV i ÞHiI ;
g

Alternatively, taking into account the relationship between spatial U and reference U variables (U ¼ gU), Eq. (8) can be written in
terms of the spatial variables U as

g



@U 
@g 
@F I ðU; V; HÞ
þ U  þ
¼ 0;

@t X
@t X
@X I

ð13Þ

or, in quasi-linear form2 (refer to Eq. (11)), as

g



@U 
@g 
cI ðU; V; HÞ @U  U ðð$X V Þ : H Þ ¼ 0;
þ
U
þA
@t X
@t X
@X I

ð14Þ

cI ðU; V; HÞ defined as
with the flux Jacobian matrix A

cI ðU; V; HÞ ¼ ðAi ðUÞ  IV i ÞHiI :
A

ð15Þ

cI ðU; V; HÞ ¼ gA I ðU=g; V; HÞ ¼ ðAi ðUÞ  IV i ÞHiI :
A

ð16Þ

Remark 1. It is worth emphasising that the time derivative terms
appearing in Eqs. (4) and (7) denote the so-called spatial (local)
time derivative, whereas the time derivative terms in Eqs. (8), (10),
(11), (13) and (14) denote the referential time derivative. The
relationship between these two time derivatives is simply



@
@
@
 V;
¼
þ

@t X
@t x @x

ð17Þ

where the last term on the right hand side denotes the convective
term. In the remainder of the paper, and unless otherwise stated,
the subindex of the referential time derivative will be dropped to
simplify the notation, as



_  @ :

@t X

ð18Þ

3. Weak formulation


@U 
@U U
þ A I ðU=g; V; HÞ
 ðð$X V Þ : H Þ
@t X
@X I g
0
1
U
 @V  ð$X  H ÞA
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
g
¼ 0;

2.4. ALE formulation with spatial variables

For completeness, the relationship between the different flux Jacobian matrices defined thus far (refer to Eqs. (7), (12), (15)) is written
as

2.3. ALE formulation with reference variables


@U 
@F I ðU=g; V; HÞ
þ
¼ 0;
@t X
@X I
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A I ðU=g; V; HÞ ¼

This section presents the stabilised finite element weak formulation of the ALE form of the Euler equations using the SUPG
method [22,26]. A regular partition of the reference domain X into
S
non-overlapping elements is assumed, i.e. X ¼ e Xe , such that
T
Xi Xj ¼ £, for i – j. The weighting functions and the solution
are approximated in terms of piecewise continuous polynomials
of order p in space, i.e. they belong to the finite dimensional space

n
o

m

m
V h :¼ V h j V h 2 C 0 ðXÞ ; V h jXe 2 P p ðXe Þ ; 8Xe 2 X ;

ð19Þ

where m is the number of components of the solution vector (m ¼ 4
in two dimensions).
3.1. Weak formulation with reference variables

ð12Þ

where I denotes the identity tensor. The flux Jacobian matrix
A I ðU=g; V; HÞ depends not only on the reference conservation spatial variables U, but also on the kinematic measures g; V and H.
1
The quasi-linear form will be used later on when obtaining the SUPG stabilisation
of the ALE equations in reference variables.

Using the framework with reference variables presented in Section 2.3, the weak formulation is: find U 2 V h such that

AGal ðU; WÞ þ ASUPG ðU; WÞ þ ABC ðU; WÞ ¼ 0

ð20Þ

for all W 2 V h , where
2
The quasi-linear form will also be used later on to obtain the SUPG stabilisation of
the ALE equations in spatial variables.
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Z 
@W
AGal ðU; WÞ ¼
W  U_ 
 F I ðU=g; V; HÞ dX;
@X I
X
Z
ABC ðU; WÞ ¼

@X

ð21Þ

e

W  F I ðU=g; V; HÞ N I dC

Xe

c st ðWÞ
W



_ þ U g_ þ @F I ðU; V; HÞ dX;
 Ug
@X I

ð22Þ



@F I ðU=g; V; HÞ
W st ðWÞ  U_ þ
dX;
@X I
Xe

XZ

ASUPG ðU; WÞ ¼

e

ð23Þ

ð30Þ

W st ðWÞ ¼ sðU=g; V; HÞ A TJ ðU=g; V; HÞ

@W
;
@X J

ð24Þ

where W st denotes the SUPG stabilised test function.
The terms AGal and ABC correspond to the standard Galerkin
formulation of the ALE form of the Euler equations and N I denotes
the Ith component of the outward unit normal vector to @ X. The
term ASUPG corresponds to the consistent SUPG stabilisation term,
which is needed to counterbalance the negative diffusion introduced by the standard Galerkin formulation [43]. The SUPG term
includes the so-called intrinsic time-scale matrix s which is key
for the success of a stabilised formulation. For non-linear problems, such as the Euler equations, an optimal value of the stabilisation parameter is not known. However, a number of alternative
definitions have been proposed and compared, see for instance
[26]. This work adopts the definition proposed in [62] given by
s ¼ sI, where



1

1

s1

s22

þ
2

12

:

ð25Þ

Here, s1 represents the advective limit and
with these limits defined as

s1 ¼

nen 
X
a¼1

s2 ¼

Dt
:
2

Here, c ¼

c

k$X qk

s2 the transient limit,

j$X q  $X Na j þ jðv  VÞ  $X Na j

!1
and

cp
q

is the speed of sound, nen denotes the number of

nodes per element, N a denotes the shape function associated with
node a of the mesh and Dt ¼ t nþ1  t n is the time step. It is important to highlight how, as a result of the underlying moving domain,
for the evaluation of s1 in (26), apart from the consideration of U=g,
the difference between fluid v and domain V velocities is used in
conjunction with the reference gradient $X  H T $x .
3.2. Weak formulation with spatial variables
Analogously, using the framework with spatial variables presented in Section 2.4, the weak formulation is: find U 2 V h such
that

b SUPG ðU; WÞ þ ABC ðU; WÞ ¼ 0
b Gal ðU; WÞ þ A
A
for all W 2 V h , where

b Gal ðU; WÞ ¼
A

Z 
X

_ þ ðW  U Þg_ 
ðW  UÞg

ð27Þ


@W
 F I ðU; V; HÞ dX;
@X I
ð28Þ

Z
ABC ðU; WÞ ¼

@X

W  F I ðU; V; HÞ N I dC

ð31Þ

4. Temporal discretisation
This section presents the semi-discrete system of equations
after temporal discretisation is carried out by using the
generalised-a method [63]. Both ALE formulations, namely reference and spatial variables, are presented in what follows.
The generalised-a method was originally proposed in [64] for
second-order problems in the context of structural dynamics to
be later extended to first-order systems arising in fluid dynamics
applications [63]. The method is particularly well suited for the
integration of stiff systems due to its inherent dissipation properties. Its efficiency and accuracy have been studied in [65], showing
an excellent performance in comparison with other time integration algorithms.
The generalised-a method expresses a solution field U and its
time derivative U_ at time steps tnþaf and t nþam , respectively, in
terms of the solution and its time derivative at time steps tn and
tnþ1 , as



U nþaf ¼ af U nþ1  U n þ U n ;

ð32Þ


am  nþ1
am _ n
U_ nþam ¼
 Un þ 1 
U
U ;
#Dt
#

ð33Þ

and

ð26Þ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃ

cJ T ðU; V; HÞ @W ;
c st ðWÞ ¼ sðU; V; HÞ A
W
@X J
c st denotes the SUPG stabilised test function.
where W

with

and

XZ

with

and

s¼

b SUPG ðU; WÞ ¼
A

ð29Þ




1  nþ1
1# _n
U :
U_ nþ1 ¼
 Un 
U
#Dt
#

ð34Þ

_ represent indistinctly
Notice that the solution fields U (U)
_
either U (U) when the formulation in terms of reference variables
_ when the formulation in terms of spatial
is considered or U (U)
variables is employed.
The method is known to be second-order accurate for the solution U and first-order accurate for its time derivative U_ if
# ¼ 1=2 þ am  af , see [63] for more details. The parameters am
and af are commonly expressed in terms of a single parameter
b1 that enables to easily control the high frequency dissipation
introduced by the algorithm. The expressions

am ¼

3  b1
2ð1 þ b1 Þ

and af ¼

1
;
1 þ b1

ð35Þ

are typically used, see [64,63,65] for more details. It is worth noting
that different choices of the parameter b1 allow to recover wellknown methods, such as the trapezoidal rule (b1 ¼ 1) or the twostep backward difference formula (b1 ¼ 0) [66].
4.1. Semi-discrete system with reference variables
Following the application of the generalised a-method, it is now
possible to replace U_ by U_ nþam and U by U nþaf in the weak form
defined by Eqs. (20)–(24), to yield the semi-discrete system
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Z

Z

@W
nþa
 F I f ðU=g; V; HÞ dX þ
@X I
XZ
nþa
 F I f ðU=g; V; HÞ N I dC þ
W st;nþaf ðWÞ

X

W  U_ nþam dX 

Z

X

e
nþaf

@F I
 U_ nþam þ

@X

Z
W

Rea ¼

Z

þ

Xe

!

þ
ð36Þ

where the flux vector F I and the SUPG stabilised test function W
are evaluated at time t nþaf .

st

4.2. Semi-discrete system with spatial variables
Analogously, replacing U_ by U_ nþam and U by U nþaf in the weak
form defined by Eqs. (27)–(31) leads to the semi-discrete system

X

W  U_ nþam gdX þ

Z



X

Z

nþaf

ðU; V; HÞ dX þ
Z
X
c st;nþaf ðWÞ
W
þ
 FI

e


_ X
W  U nþaf gd

@X

nþaf

W  FI

Xe

Z
X

!
ðU; V; HÞ
dX
@X I

c st
where the flux vector F I and the SUPG stabilised test function W
are evaluated at time t nþaf .
5. Spatial discretisation
This section presents the spatial discretisation of the semidiscrete system of equations derived in the previous section. The
solution and its time derivative are approximated on a reference
element, with local coordinates n ¼ ðn; gÞ, using Lagrange polynomials of order p, as

b¼1

nen
X
U_ h ðn; tÞ ¼
Nb ðnÞU_ b ðtÞ

@N a nþaf
F
ðU h =g; V; HÞdX
@X I I

ðU h =g; V; HÞ N I dC
nþaf

@F I
am
U_ nþ
þ
h

!
ðU h =g; V; HÞ
dX;
@X I

ð41Þ

where
st;nþaf

Qa

nþaf

ðNa Þ ¼ snþaf ðU h =g; V; HÞ A J

@Na
;
@X J

ðU h =g; V; HÞ

ð42Þ

and the time discretisation of the kinematic measures g; V and H
will be presented later in Section 6. A Newton-Raphson algorithm
is then applied by linearising the non-linear residual and truncating
the Taylor expansion of RðkÞ at first order, leading to the sparse nonsymmetric linear system of equations
nþ1
n _n
DU nþ1
ðkÞ ¼ RðkÞ U ðkÞ ; U ; U

ð43Þ

nþ1
nþ1
DU nþ1
ðkÞ ¼ U ðkþ1Þ  U ðkÞ .
The linear systems are solved using the generalised minimum
residual (GMRES) method proposed in [68] combined with an
incomplete LU (ILU) factorisation as a pre-conditioner [69]. A
detailed analysis of different pre-conditioners that can be used
for the simulation of compressible Euler flows by using stabilised
high-order methods can be found in [70].

5.2. Discrete system with spatial variables
Similarly, introducing the approximations for U h and U_ h defined
in Eq. (38) within Eq. (37) and selecting the weighting function W
in the space spanned by the shape functions, the non-linear system
of equations

RðU nþ1 ; U n ; U_ n Þ ¼ 0

where fU b gb¼1;...;nen and fU_ b gb¼1;...;nen are the time-dependent nodal
values of the solution and its time derivative respectively and Nb
are the shape functions, Lagrange polynomials of degree p in this
work. The standard isoparametric mapping is considered between
the local coordinates n and the reference coordinates X , namely

ð39Þ

Z
Rea ¼

Z
nþa
am
_ X
Na U_ nþ
gd
X
þ
Na U h f gd
h
Xe
Xe
Z
@Na nþaf

F I ðU h ; V; HÞdX
Xe @X I
Z
nþa
þ
Na F I f ðU h ; V; HÞ N I dC
@ Xe \@ X

Z
þ

b¼1

where fX b gb¼1;...;nen denote the nodal coordinates of a generic element Xe , see for instance [67].

ð44Þ

is obtained, where the elemental contribution to the global residual
vector R is computed as

ð38Þ

b¼1

nen
X
X ðnÞ ¼
Nb ðnÞX b ;

Xe

to be solved at each iteration of the Newton algorithm, where the
kth iterative approximation of the solution is denoted by U nþ1
ðkÞ and

ð37Þ

nen
X
U h ðn; tÞ ¼
Nb ðnÞU b ðtÞ;

st;nþaf
Qa
ðNa Þ

@U nþ1
ðkÞ

ðU; V; HÞ N I dC

¼ 0;

Xe

Na F I

n _n
@RðkÞ U nþ1
ðkÞ ; U ; U

@W
@X I

nþaf

@F I
 U_ nþam g þ U nþaf g_ þ

nþaf

@ Xe \@ X

Z

ðU=g; V; HÞ
dX
@X I

¼ 0;

Z

am
Na U_ nþ
dX 
h

Xe

Z

Xe

!
ðU h ; V; HÞ
dX;
@X I

nþaf

@F I
af
nþa
am
b st;nþ
ðNa Þ U_ nþ
g þ U h f g_ þ
Q
a
h

ð45Þ
where

5.1. Discrete system with reference variables

af
cJ nþaf ðU h ; V; HÞ @Na ;
b st;nþ
ðNa Þ ¼ snþaf ðU h ; V; HÞ A
Q
a
@X J

Introducing the approximations for U h and U_ h defined in Eq.
(38) within Eq. (36) and selecting the weighting function W in
the space spanned by the shape functions, the non-linear system
of equations

and the time discretisation of the kinematic measures g; V and H
will be presented later in Section 6. A Newton-Raphson algorithm
is again applied, resulting in a sparse non-symmetric linear system
of equations to be solved at each iteration of the Newton algorithm.

RðU nþ1 ; U n ; U_ n Þ ¼ 0

ð40Þ

is obtained, where the elemental contribution to the global residual
vector R is computed as

ð46Þ

Remark 2. From the computational standpoint, it is interesting to
highlight that linearisation of the element residual contributions
Rea (41) and Rea (45) involves linearisation of the stabilisation terms
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st;nþaf
b st;nþaf ðN a Þ, respectively. In this work, we follow
Qa
ðN a Þ and Q
a
one of the numerical approaches analysed in [71], where the above
stabilisation terms are evaluated at time tn , namely Q st;n
a ðN a Þ and
b st;n ðN a Þ, hence avoiding the need for linearisation. The authors in
Q

In addition, when only the temporal derivative is mapped to the
reference domain, it is necessary to account for the time dependency of the shape functions used to approximate the solution, see
for instance [73], introducing an extra cost in the computation.

[71] show that the update of the stabilisation parameter once
every time step yields a faster convergence rate than that obtained
when the update is carried out at every Newton-Raphson iteration
(without impairing the accuracy of the overall scheme).

The strategy followed in this paper is, provided that the timevarying fields V and H are given by the mapping U, to consider
the Jacobian field g as an unknown variable to be solved alongside
the ALE fluid equations by means of the discrete GCL Eq. (49). With
that in mind, the symbol g is used to represent the discrete CGL
compliant Jacobian field (instead of g). In this work, (49) is solved
at every Gauss point (once per time step), where the value of the
Jacobian g at time t nþ1 is computed as

a

6. Geometric conservation law
The geometric conservation law (GCL), first introduced in [54],
is a consistency requirement that guarantees that a uniform flow
field can be exactly represented by the numerical algorithm. In
 0 , both ALE formulations
the presence of a uniform flow field U :¼ U
presented in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 reduce to

g_  ð$X V Þ : H ¼ 0:

ð47Þ

Above differential Eq. (47), which possesses the form of a conservation law, establishes a geometric relationship between the
time-varying Jacobian field g and V and H [72,61], which is fulfilled
at the continuum level.
However, attention must be paid when space-time discretisation is carried out. Integration by parts in (36), use of Remark 2
and consideration of a uniform flow field yields

Z
X

X


 0 g_ nþam  $X V nþaf : H nþaf dX þ
W U



 0 g_ nþam  $X V nþaf : H nþaf dX
U

¼ 0:

e

Z
Xe

W st;n ðWÞ

ð48Þ

Analogously, integration by parts in (37), use of Remark 2 and
consideration of a uniform flow field yields an identical expression
c st;n . For above Eq. (48) to
to (48), except replacing W st;n with W
hold, we propose in this paper a sufficient condition to be fulfilled
at every Gauss point, namely



g_ nþam  $X V nþaf : H nþaf ¼ 0;

ð49Þ

which is the discrete counterpart of the above GCL (47) for the stabilised formulation presented here. Above Eq. (49) is merely the
time discretisation of the continuum GCL Eq. (47) when using the
generalised-a method. Fulfilment of this discrete equation at every
Gauss point ensures that both terms in above Eq. (48) are zero,
namely the Galerkin and the stabilisation terms.
Remark 3. Note that the local character of the GCL correction (49)
comes as a direct result of the consideration of the ALE equations
mapped to the reference domain X, which enables their expression
in the local form (8). In contrast, classical ALE formulations,
mapped to the spatial domain Xt [55,43–46], do not present this
local feature and they can only be expressed in an integral form,
namely

d
dt

Z
Xt

Z
UdX þ

@ Xt

ðF i ðU Þ  UV i Þ ni dC ¼ 0:

ð50Þ

As a result, the GCL correction results in an integral equation,
which can still be dealt with efficiently in the context of a Finite
Volume approach [44–46], due to the local character of every control volume. However, when considering a stabilised Finite Element Method, such as the one pursued in this paper, this integral
correction can be computationally very expensive, requiring the
assembly of a global tangent matrix.

gnþ1 ¼ gn þ

# Dt h

af

$X V nþaf : H nþaf  1 

af _ n i
g :
#

ð51Þ

The following correction, similar to that presented in [48] in the
context of discontinuous Galerkin methods, is then applied to the
solution variable at each iteration of the Newton algorithm at
every Gauss point

U nþ1
ðkÞ

U nþ1
ðkÞ

gnþ1
:
g nþ1

ð52Þ

Remark 4. The mesh velocity can be computed analytically when
a time-dependent mapping is known or directly extracted from the
iterations of the generalised-a method. The first strategy can only
be applied in problems where the motion is prescribed and an
analytical expression of the time-dependent mapping is known,
whereas the second option is the most appropriate choice in
realistic problems where an analytical expression of the mapping
is not available (e.g. fluid-structure interaction).

7. Numerical examples
This section presents five numerical studies to analyse the performance of the proposed methodology for a series of simple
benchmark problems. First, a numerical study illustrates the influence of the stabilisation parameter on the accuracy of the simulations. Second, the optimal approximation properties of the
proposed method both in space and time are verified against a
problem with a well-known closed form solution. Third, the performance of the time integrator scheme, in terms of the accuracy of
both the solution and its time derivative, is studied. Fourth, the
importance of the GCL is illustrated and quantified. Fifth, a simple
numerical example is used to illustrate the potential of the highorder proposed method for solving the Euler equations in a
deformable domain.
7.1. Influence of the stabilisation parameter
The definition of the stabilisation parameter has been object of
intensive research and its numerical value has an important effect
on the accuracy and stability of the SUPG method. Optimal values
of the stabilisation parameter are only known for the scalar linear
convection-diffusion equation in one dimension using linear finite
elements [43].
This section presents a numerical study to illustrate the effect of
the stabilisation parameter on the accuracy of the SUPG scheme for
the solution of the steady Burgers’ equation. A steady problem is
considered in order to eliminate the source of error introduced
by the temporal discretisation in a transient problem. The source
term and the boundary condition are obtained by selecting the
analytical solution to be UðxÞ ¼ x7 þ 1.
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The stabilisation parameter is assumed to be dependent on x,
not constant within each element, and to take the form

se ¼ s^

he
;
p2 jUj

ð53Þ

where he is the length of the element Ie and the effect of the con^ is investigated. Fig. 1 shows the error of the numerical solustant s
tion in the L2 ðXÞ norm, computed as

!1=2

R
X

ðuh  uexact Þ2 dX
R
2
X ðuexact Þ dX

ð54Þ

^ for an order of approximation rangas a function of the constant s
ing from p ¼ 1 up to p ¼ 6. The study is performed by using extremely coarse meshes where the number of elements varies from 2 to
7. The results in Fig. 1 are classified according to the parity of the
order of approximation to aid the reader in observing the different
behaviours of the error for odd and even degrees of approximation.
^
Low values of the stabilisation parameter s, namely values of s
of order 102 , result in a significant loss of accuracy in all cases. As
^ is increased, more accurate results are obtained, but
the value of s
a different behaviour is consistently observed for odd and even
degrees of approximation. For p ¼ 1, Fig. 1(a) suggests the existence of an optimal value of the stabilisation parameter for values
^ close to 1. If higher values of the stabilisation parameter are
of s
selected, a slight loss of accuracy is again observed, especially with
finer meshes. A similar behaviour is observed for p ¼ 3 and p ¼ 5
in Figs. 1(b) and (c), although the effect of a large value of the stabilisation parameter is less pronounced as the degree of the
approximation is increased.
For even values of the degree of approximation, the same behaviour is obtained for any degree of approximation and any number
^ P 1 provides the maximum
of elements. In all cases a value of s
accuracy. It is worth emphasising that large values of the stabilisa^ P 104 do not provide a loss of accuracy.
tion parameter, namely s
To further analyse the differences between odd and even values
of the approximation degree p, Fig. 2 shows the difference between
the analytical and the numerical solution in the domain for linear
and quadratic when no stabilisation is added, i.e. s ¼ 0.
The results illustrate that the nature of the numerical error is
completely different for an odd or an even degree of approximation. These results demonstrate that the different behaviour of
the solution, in terms of the parity of the degree of the approximation, is not induced by the SUPG stabilisation term introduced in
the weak formulation. For an odd degree of approximation, the
solution at mesh nodes shows an oscillatory character whereas
for an even value of the degree of approximation, the oscillatory
character is not observed at mesh nodes. It is worth noting that
the different behaviour of the numerical solution in terms of the
parity of the degree of approximation has been recently reported
in [74] for the solution of the linear convection-diffusion equation
with a standard Galerkin formulation.
7.2. Transient Burgers’ equation with mesh motion
This section considers a numerical example to validate the
implementation of the ALE formulation for the transient Burgers’
equation with a moving mesh in one dimension. The ALE form of
the transient Burgers’ equation can be written in conservation
form as

@U @F ðUÞ
þ
¼S
@t
@X

X 2 X;

t > 0;

ð55Þ

where U ¼ gU; F ¼ ðF  UVÞ. The domain is X ¼ ½0; 1 and a Dirichlet boundary condition is considered at x = 0. The source term and
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the boundary condition are obtained by selecting the analytical
solution, Uðx; tÞ, to satisfy the implicit equation

Uðx; tÞ  sin ð2pðx  Uðx; tÞtÞÞ ¼ 0:

ð56Þ

In order to test the performance of the proposed approach with
a dynamic mesh, the time-dependent mapping

UðX ; tÞ ¼ X 



1
2p t
sinð2pX Þ sin
10
T

ð57Þ

is considered, where T ¼ 0:4 denotes the period required to complete a cycle of the mapping.
Fig. 3 shows the initial condition (t = 0) and the numerical solution computed with 11 third order finite elements at time t = 0.1,
when the displacement introduced by the time-dependent mapping is maximum.
A study of the convergence of the temporal error is performed
next. The mesh is selected to be sufficiently fine so that the error
induced by the spatial discretisation is always lower than the error
induced by the temporal discretisation. Fig. 4 shows the convergence of the error in the L2 ðXÞ norm as a function of the time step
Dt for the two formulations considered here (i.e., using reference
and spatial variables) and for a value of b1 ¼ 0:5. The error from
a computation with a static mesh is also represented as a reference.
Second order convergence is observed for the error of the
numerical solution and first order convergence for the error of
the time derivative of the solution in all cases [64,63]. A loss of
accuracy is clearly seen when the mesh is deformed according to
the time-dependent mapping of Eq. (57) compared to the solution
with a static mesh. This illustrates and allows us to quantify the
extra error induced by the mesh motion compared to a standard
computation in a static mesh.
It is important to note that the assembly of the system using
spatial variables induces a marginal extra cost due to the extra
terms of the residual in Eq. (45) compared to the residual with reference variables in Eq. (41). However, when the formulation with
spatial variables is utilised, the computed solution is already the
physical relevant quantity UðX ; tÞ. In order to recover the solution
at a spatial point x, the time-dependent mapping is needed to
obtain U ðUðX ; tÞ; tÞ. On the other hand, when the formulation with
reference variables is utilised, the computed solution is UðX ; tÞ and
the relevant physical quantity must be recovered as
UðX ; tÞ ¼ UðX ; tÞg 1 ðX ; tÞ. It is worth noting that the mapping
Jacobian g is computed at the Gauss points according to the GCL
as detailed in Section 6. This means that the formulation with reference variables requires the projection of the mapping Jacobian
from Gauss points to mesh nodes. For the recovery of the time
derivative of the solution in the spatial configuration, the formulation with spatial variables requires the projection of the gradient of
the solution to the mesh nodes in order to compute the spatial
time derivative from the approximated material derivative according to the Eq. (17). The situation is slightly more involved as, first,
the material time derivative of the solution must be recovered as


_
_
_ ; tÞ g 1 ðX ; tÞ.
UðX
; tÞ ¼ UðX
; tÞ  UðX ; tÞgðX
The results in Fig. 4 show that the formulation with spatial variables is slightly more accurate than the formulation with reference
variables, both for the solution and its time derivative. This is partially induced by the remapping required to recover the physically
relevant quantities when the reference formulation is utilised. It
should be emphasised that these extra steps are required because
the formulation with reference variables does not approximate the
physical quantity U but its product with the mapping Jacobian g.
Next, a study of the convergence of the spatial error is performed. The time step is selected to be small enough in order to
guarantee that the error due to the temporal integration is lower
than the spatial error and the parameter of the generalised-a
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Fig. 1. Effect of the stabilisation parameter on the accuracy of the numerical solution of the steady Burgers’ equation with different degrees of approximation ranging from
^ appearing in Eq. (53) for coarse meshes with a number of elements ranging from 2 to 7.
p ¼ 1 to p ¼ 6. Each plot shows the error as a function of s

Fig. 2. Error distribution of the numerical solution of the steady Burgers’ equation with s ¼ 0 for linear and quadratic elements. The circles represent the value of the error at
the mesh nodes.

Fig. 3. Numerical solution of the transient Burgers’ equation and high-order nodes for a mesh with 11 elements and p ¼ 3.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the error of the numerical solution and its time derivative in the
L2 ðXÞ norm as a function of the time step Dt, for a static mesh computation and a
dynamic mesh computation with reference and spatial variables using p = 3 and
b1 ¼ 0:5.

method is selected to be b1 ¼ 1. Fig. 5 shows the convergence of
the error in the L2 ðXÞ norm as a function of the element size h
for computations with a static mesh and a dynamic mesh using
both formulations with spatial and reference variables and for different values of the degree of approximation p. The error from a
computation with a static mesh is also presented for reference.
Again, the numerical solution in a moving mesh is less accurate
than the numerical solution for a static mesh. This is, once more,
induced by the extra terms in the ALE formulation and also due
to the variation of the element size in time for a dynamic case. In
all cases, the optimal rate of convergence (i.e., p þ 1) of the error
in the L2 ðXÞ norm is observed for a degree of approximation ranging from p ¼ 1 to p ¼ 4.
This numerical experiment also illustrates the benefit of using
high-order polynomials for the spatial discretisation. For instance,
the computation in the first mesh with a fourth order polynomial
approximation provides an accuracy comparable to the computation in the finest mesh with linear polynomials. This means that
the computation with fourth order elements requires approximately eight times fewer elements and half the number of degrees
of freedom to provide the same accuracy as a low order computation.
7.3. Performance of the generalised-a method
The next numerical experiment section considers the same
numerical example used in the previous Section to assess the accuracy of the generalised-a method when different values of the
parameter b1 are used. This parameter is known to have a significant influence on the accuracy of the method for the simulations
with both static and dynamic meshes as it enables to control the
high frequency dissipation introduced by the algorithm [64,63].
Fig. 6 shows the convergence of the error of the numerical solution and its time derivative in the L2 ðXÞ norm as a function of the
time step Dt for the two formulations presented (i.e., using reference and spatial variables) and for different values of the parameter b1 .
As observed in Fig. 6(a), second order convergence is obtained
for the error of the numerical solution for any choice of the parameter b1 . The less accurate results are observed when b1 ¼ 0, corresponding to the second-order backward different formula, and the
accuracy improves as the value of b1 is increased. The most accurate results are obtained when b1 ¼ 1, corresponding to the trapezoidal rule. It is worth remarking that the results with b1 ¼ 1 are
more than five times more accurate than the results obtained with
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the error of the numerical solution of the transient Burgers’
equation in the L2 ðXÞ norm as a function of the element size h, for two problems
with static and dynamic mesh using both formulations with spatial and reference
variables and for different degrees of approximation p by using b1 ¼ 1.

b1 ¼ 0 and the gain obtained by increasing the value of b1 from 0
to 0.5 is much more significant than the gain obtained by increasing the value of b1 from 0.5 to 1.
When the error of the time derivative of the numerical solution
is studied, a different behaviour is observed depending on the
value of the parameter b1 . Again, the most accurate results are
obtained for b1 ¼ 1 but, in addition, the results reveal secondorder convergence only for this choice of b1 . The results show
the expected first order convergence of the error of the time
derivative for any other value of the parameter b1 . Further computations, not reported here, show that second order convergence is
also observed in static mesh computations only when the trapezoidal rule is considered (i.e., for b1 ¼ 1).
7.4. Importance of the geometric conservation law
The next study also considers the numerical example used in
the previous two Sections to assess the importance of the GCL.
First, a uniform flow field is considered and the solution is
advanced in time until a final time T f ¼ 2 with a time step

Dt ¼ 0:01. The L2 ðXÞ norm of the error for the numerical solution
is computed at each time step and represented in Fig. 7 as a function of the physical time t.
The simulation is performed with and without enforcing the
discrete GCL as detailed in Section 6. It can be clearly observed that
if the GCL is not enforced the scheme is not able to exactly reproduce a uniform flow field. In this example, the error oscillates in
between 102 and 103 as time evolves. In contrast, when the discrete GCL is enforced the error is kept below 1012 , just representing round-off errors. For these computations, the number of
integration points was increased to enable the exact integration
of polynomials of order 6p and the degree of the approximation
was selected to be p ¼ 8 in order to eliminate any source of error
due to an inaccurate representation of the sinusoidal mapping of
Eq. (57).
Next, the effect the discrete GCL is assessed by performing a
simulation with a non-uniform field with and without enforcing
the correction of the mapping Jacobian. Fig. 8 shows the convergence of the error of the numerical solution and its time derivative
in the L2 ðXÞ norm as a function of the time step Dt with and without enforcing the GCL and for different values of the parameter b1 .
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the error of the numerical solution and its time derivative in the L2 ðXÞ norm as a function of the time step Dt for the formulations with reference and
spatial variables using different values of the parameter b1 .

improved approximation of the time derivative of the solution,
specially when the trapezoidal rule is considered (i.e., b1 ¼ 1).
7.5. Euler equations with mesh motion
The last example considers a typical test case for the simulation
of the Euler equations of gas dynamics in a moving mesh, see for
instance [75,76,48]. It involves the convection of a two dimensional inviscid isentropic vortex.
The computational domain is X ¼ ½10; 10  ½7:5; 7:5 and
periodic boundary conditions are considered in the whole boundary. The free-stream flow conditions correspond to a flow state

Fig. 7. Evolution of the error of the numerical solution in the L2 ðXÞ norm as a
function of the time for the simulation of a uniform flow without the discrete GCL
correction (continuous line) and with the discrete GCL correction (discontinuous
line).

Despite the important differences observed when trying to
exactly reproduce a uniform field, the results in Fig. 8(a) show only
a marginal improvement on the solution accuracy when the discrete GCL is enforced. Similar conclusions are obtained irrespectively on the choice of the parameter b1 of the generalised-a
method. The advantage of enforcing the GCL in terms of accuracy
is more relevant when the error of the time derivative of the solution is studied. In this case, the enforcement of the GCL provides an

U 1 ¼ ð1; 0:8944; 0:4472; 3ÞT .
An analytical solution is available for this problem and it is used
here in order to verify the optimality of the high-order stabilised
finite element formulation proposed in this paper. The analytical
solution is given by
1
!c1
I2 ðc  1ÞM21
q ¼ q1 1 
exp ðf ðx1 ; x2 ; tÞÞ
8p 2







I x2  x02  v 2 t
f ðx1 ; x2 ; tÞ
v 1 ¼ jv 1 j cos h 
exp
2
2pr c






I x1  x01  v 1 t
f ðx1 ; x2 ; tÞ
v 2 ¼ jv 1 j sin h þ
exp
2
2pr c
c
!c1
I2 ðc  1ÞM 21
exp ðf ðx1 ; x2 ; tÞÞ
p ¼ p1 1 
8p2

ð58aÞ
ð58bÞ
ð58cÞ
ð58dÞ

Fig. 8. Evolution of the error of the numerical solution and its time derivative in the L2 ðXÞ norm as a function of the time step Dt for the formulation with spatial variables
using different values of the parameter b1 and with and without the discrete GCL correction.
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Fig. 9. Four meshes used for the simulation of the convection of a two dimensional inviscid isentropic vortex.

where

f ðx1 ; x2 ; tÞ ¼


2 
2
1  x1  x01  v 1 t  x2  x02  v 2 t
:
r2

ð59Þ

Here, M ¼ jv j=c denotes the Mach number, I ¼ 5:0 is the vortex
T

intensity, r ¼ 1:5 defines the vortex size, ðx01 ; x02 Þ ¼ ð0; 0ÞT is the ini 1 and v 2 are the Cartesian
tial position of the centre of the vortex, v
components of the free-stream velocity vector and h ¼ 26:56 is the
angle of free stream velocity vector with respect to the x axis.
Following [48], a time-dependent mapping U ¼ ðU1 ; U2 ÞT given
by





2p X 2
2pt
sin
sin
T
10
15






3
pX 1
2pX 2
4pt
sin
sin
U2 ðX 1 ; X 2 ; tÞ ¼ X 2 þ sin
2
T
10
15


U1 ðX 1 ; X 2 ; tÞ ¼ X 1 þ 2 sin

pX 1



ð60aÞ
ð60bÞ

is considered in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
methodology for solving the Euler equations in a moving mesh,
where T = 2 denotes the period required to complete a cycle of
the mapping.
As in the previous examples, the time-dependent mapping is
only used to compute the position of the mesh nodes. The velocities are computed from the generalised-a method and not using
its exact expression that can be easily derived from the mapping
(60).
Four structured triangular meshes, shown in Fig. 9, with 96,
384, 1536 and 6144 elements respectively are considered and
the degree of approximation in each mesh is increased from
p ¼ 1 to p ¼ 3. For a degree of approximation p ¼ 1 the number
of nodes in each mesh is 36, 221, 825 and 3185, respectively; for
p ¼ 2 the number of nodes in each mesh is 221, 825, 3185 and
12513, respectively and, finally, for p ¼ 3 the number of nodes is
475, 1813, 7081 and 27985, respectively.
Following the conclusions of the previous numerical experiments with the Burgers’ equation, all the computations presented
in this section are performed by using the formulation with spatial
variables and by using the generalised-a method with b1 ¼ 1.
Fig. 10 shows the numerical solution computed in the mesh
shown in Fig. 9(b) with a degree of approximation p ¼ 3. The left
plots in Fig. 10 show the density distribution at four different
instants in time. The mesh is also represented for each snapshot
of the solution, illustrating the high distortion introduced by the
time-dependent mapping of Eq. (60). It is worth remarking that
even with a very coarse mesh, using high-order polynomial
approximations (p ¼ 3 in this example), it is possible to propagate
the vortex without any observable dissipation or distortion of the
density profile. The right plots in Fig. 10 show the solution at the
same instants in time but in the (undeformed) reference configuration. This Figure illustrates the change of the vortex shape induced
by the time-dependent mapping when the problem is sought in the
reference domain.

Fig. 10. Numerical solution of the convection of a two dimensional inviscid
isentropic vortex using the mesh shown in Fig. 9(b) with a degree of approximation
p ¼ 3. The density distribution is shown at four different instants both in the spatial
domain and in the reference domain.

The simulation is performed using a constant time step and a
moving mesh, resulting in a change on the Courant number at each
time step. The Courant number C is defined as [1]

C¼


qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1=2
pDt
3
jv  Vj2 þ c2 þ c 16jv  Vj2 þ c2
:
h
2

ð61Þ

The variation of the Courant number for the simulation shown in
Fig. 10 is depicted in Fig. 11. For comparison purposes, the constant
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Fig. 11. Evolution of the Courant number in time for the simulation with a dynamic
mesh compared to the Courant number for the static simulation.

Fig. 13. Evolution of the error of the numerical solution of the Euler equations in
the L2 ðXÞ norm as a function of the element size h, for two problems with dynamic
and static mesh and for different degrees of approximation p.

Fig. 12. Evolution of the error of the numerical solution of the Euler equations in
the L2 ðXÞ norm as a function of the time step Dt, for two problems with a dynamic
and a static mesh.

Courant number corresponding to the simulation with a static mesh
and with the same degree of approximation p and time step Dt is
included. The results show that depending on the velocity of the
mesh relative to that of the fluid, a simulation with an underlying
moving mesh can significantly increase the Courant number. Alternatively, results illustrate the variation required in the time step if
the Courant number of a simulation (including mesh motion) is to
be kept constant and equal to the Courant number of their corresponding static mesh.
A study of the convergence of the temporal error is performed
next. The mesh is selected to be sufficiently fine so that the error
induced by the spatial discretisation is always lower than the error
induced by the temporal discretisation. Fig. 12 shows the convergence of the error in the L2 ðXÞ norm of the density as a function
of the time step Dt for both static and dynamic meshes. The optimal rate of convergence is observed for both static and dynamic
simulations and the results are slightly less accurate for a dynamic
mesh due to the change in spatial resolution induced by the mesh
motion and the extra terms of the ALE formulation. The optimal
rate of convergence is also observed if the error is measured in
the other conservation variables (i.e., momentum and total
energy).
Finally, a study of the convergence of the spatial error is performed. In this case, the time step is selected to be small enough
in order to guarantee that the error due to the temporal integration
is lower than the spatial error and the parameter b1 of the
generalised-a method is selected to be 1. Fig. 13 shows the convergence of the density error in the L2 ðXÞ norm as a function of the
element size h for both static and dynamic meshes and for different
values of the degree of approximation p. As done in previous exam-

ples and for comparison purposes between the static and dynamic
cases, the element size for a moving mesh is considered to be the
size of the initial mesh.
Again, the numerical solution in a moving mesh is slightly less
accurate than the numerical solution for a static mesh but, more
importantly, in all cases the optimal rate of convergence, p þ 1 of
the error in the L2 ðXÞ norm is observed for a degree of approximation ranging from p ¼ 1 to p ¼ 3.
Fig. 13 shows that in order to obtain an accuracy of 103, a simulation with p ¼ 3 can be performed on the coarsest mesh shown
in Fig. 9(a) whereas a simulation with p ¼ 1 requires to use the
third mesh shown in Fig. 9(c). This represents a save of 43% in
terms of number of degrees of freedom for the high-order simulation. It can also be observed that for the same number of elements,
say on the finest mesh shown in Fig. 9(d), an increase of the degree
of approximation from p ¼ 1 to p ¼ 2 provides more than one
order of magnitude more accurate results and, similarly, an
increase of the degree of approximation from p ¼ 2 to p ¼ 3 also
provides more than one order of magnitude more accurate results.
To further illustrate the benefits of using a high-order approximation, Fig. 14 shows a comparison of the density profile at time

Fig. 14. Section of the density profile at time t = 0 and at time t = 1 computed with
p ¼ 1 on the third mesh shown in Fig. 9(c) and with p ¼ 3 in the coarsest mesh
shown in Fig. 9(a).
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t ¼ 1 computed with p ¼ 1 on the third mesh shown in Fig. 9(c)
and with p ¼ 3 in the coarsest mesh shown in Fig. 9(a). The comparison reveals the higher dissipation introduced by the low order
approach even if the mesh contains 16 elements more than the
mesh used with cubic elements. The solution with linear elements
also shows a slight oscillation near the minimum density value
whereas with high-order elements a smooth profile is preserved.
8. Concluding remarks
The application of a high-order stabilised finite element formulation for the simulation of transient inviscid problems involving
deformable domains has been considered. The proposed method
is highly accurate in space and time and its optimal convergence
properties have been demonstrated using numerical examples
involving Burgers’ and Euler equations. Two alternative formulations have been presented and tested, corresponding to the use
of reference and spatial variables. The advantages of the formulation based on spatial variables have been discussed and assessed
using a series of numerical examples. It has been shown that the
spatial formulation provides more accurate results due to an extra
remap required by the formulation with reference variables in
order to recover physically relevant quantities.
The importance of the stabilisation parameter in the proposed
stabilised finite element formulation has been shown for a simple
problem and the numerical results clearly illustrate the different
behaviour of the approximation when odd and even degrees of
approximation are utilised. It has been shown that the accuracy
of the computations is more sensitive to the choice of the stabilisation parameter for an odd degree of approximation.
The results also demonstrate the importance of the GCL, not
only in terms of the ability to exactly reproduce a uniform flow
on an underlying moving mesh but also in terms of the extra accuracy provided for a general problem. Satisfaction of the GCL reveals
a slight gain in accuracy in the computed numerical solution but,
crucially, a significant gain in terms of time rates of the solution.
Finally, the benefits of using high-order approximations in space
have been demonstrated in terms of the number of degrees of freedom required to achieve a given level of accuracy compared to traditional low order approximations.
It is in the scope of a future publication to extend the formulation presented in this paper to fluid-structure interaction problems
and to further explore the performance of high-order approximations against the traditional low-order approximations. The extension to three dimensional problems, though conceptually easy,
requires a very careful selection of the most appropriate preconditioner required at every nonlinear iteration. This task, along
with an efficient parallelisation of our current computer platform,
are the next steps of our work.
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